THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Commencement Ceremony

7:30 p.m.   August 3, 2018
9:00 a.m.   August 4, 2018

Donald L. Tucker Civic Center
HISTORY OF FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

In 1851, state legislators provided for the establishment of two institutions of higher learning in Florida east and west of the Suwanee River. The purpose for these schools was to instruct men and women in the art of teaching all facets of a common school education, as well as to provide instruction in the mechanic arts; husbandry; agriculture; fundamental laws; and citizens' rights and duties. In 1856, when state representatives accepted Tallahassee Mayor Francis Eppes' offer of city-owned land and the Florida Institute's existing school building, Tallahassee became the western institution's permanent home.

Following the Civil War, the Florida Institute entered a period of growth and development. By 1897 it had become the first liberal arts college in the state, and in 1901 became Florida State College. In 1905, the Legislature reorganized Florida's educational system. The school became an all-women's college and was subsequently renamed Florida State College for Women. However, when World War II ended, returning veterans required additional educational resources. In 1947, the Governor signed an act of the Legislature returning FSCW to a coeducational institution and renaming it The Florida State University.

The 1950s and 60s brought further development and expansion with the addition of new colleges and schools, such as Business, Library Science, Social Welfare (later split into Social Work and Criminology), and Nursing. The 1970s and 80s saw the establishment of programs in African American Studies, Women's Studies, and the expansion and strengthening of the Liberal Arts Program. From 1957 to 2000, FSU opened study centers in Panama City, Republic of Panama; Florence, Italy; London, England; and Valencia, Spain. FSU's International Programs offers study opportunities that vary from year to year, but can include locations in Australia, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, France, Ireland, Japan, Russia, and Switzerland. Additionally, The Center for Global Engagement hosts exchange programs in Jamaica and Germany (Beyond Borders).

Between 2001 and 2015, a new College of Medicine opened, and regional medical campuses were added throughout the state. In 2005, The Pathways of Excellence initiative was designed to competitively hire faculty to enhance the university's standing through a series of strategic goals. Most notably, benchmarks were met that led to FSU being named a preeminent university by the Florida Legislature, which set it on a path to become one of the top 25 public universities in the nation.

In each succeeding decade, Florida State University has added to its academic organization and presently comprises seventeen independent colleges. The University offers 267 bachelors, masters, and specialist degrees as well as 84 doctoral degrees, including the Juris Doctor in Law and the Doctor of Medicine. Recent efforts have been focused on elevating the university's reputation as a preeminent research institution; presiding over a one billion dollar fundraising campaign; advancing the university's academic and research mission; championing diversity and inclusion; becoming one of the most veteran-friendly campuses in the country; and welcoming the best and brightest students in the university's history.
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COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

The Honorable Pam Stewart

CHANCELLOR
STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA

The Honorable Marshall Criser III

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

The Honorable Ned C. Lautenbach, Chair
The Honorable Tim Cerio
The Honorable Patricia Frost
The Honorable H. Wayne Huizenga, Jr.
The Honorable Darlene L. Jordan
The Honorable Sydney Kitson
The Honorable Alan M. Levine
The Honorable Wendy S. Link
The Honorable Edward A. Morton
The Honorable Jay S. Patel
The Honorable Kishane Patel
The Honorable Norman D. Tripp
The Honorable Gary S. Tyson
The Honorable Fernando J. Valverde
The Honorable Zachariah P. Zachariah

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

The Honorable Edward E. Burr, Chair
The Honorable Todd Adams
The Honorable Maximo Alvarez
The Honorable Kathryn Ballard
The Honorable William Buzzett
The Honorable Emily Fleming Duda
The Honorable Jorge Gonzalez
The Honorable Jim W. Henderson
The Honorable Stacey Pierre
The Honorable Mark Hillis
The Honorable Craig Mateer
The Honorable Bob Sasser
The Honorable Brent W. Sembler
ORDER OF
THE CONFERRAL
OF DEGREES

The order in which the academic degrees are conferred has been established by tradition. Beginning with the newest college in the University, the degrees are conferred in succession, proceeding toward the oldest college. Therefore, at Florida State University, the Dedman School of Hospitality is first and the College of Arts and Sciences is last in the conferral of academic degrees.

Dedman School of Hospitality
Jim Moran School of Entrepreneurship
College of Applied Studies
The Graduate School
College of Medicine
College of Motion Picture Arts
FAMU - FSU College of Engineering
College of Fine Arts
College of Communication and Information
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy
College of Law
College of Nursing
College of Business
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice
College of Social Work
College of Music
College of Human Sciences
College of Education
College of Arts and Sciences

ACADEMIC REGALIA

Patterned after medieval university customs, today's academic regalia reflect the status, scholastic achievement, and wearer's academic discipline. The colors on the trimmings of doctoral gowns, the edging on hoods, and the tassels of caps worn by undergraduate candidates reflect the student's academic area of study.

The colors seen at an FSU commencement ceremony are traditional and include white for the arts and humanities, brown for the fine arts, golden yellow for science, light blue for education, pink for music, citron for social work, drab for business, purple for law, apricot for nursing, maroon for human sciences, and green for medicine.

The wearer's degree is reflected by their gown and hood. A gown worn fastened at the top that features long, pointed sleeves is worn by those holding a bachelor's degree. The master's gown, which is worn open, has long, chiseled sleeves with a slit near the upper part of the arm. The doctoral gown, also worn open, is faced with a broad strip of velvet and has crossbars of velvet on each sleeve. The bars may be of black velvet or of colored velvet indicative of the degree's discipline and will agree with the hood's edging.

Hoods are worn by those holding graduate degrees. The doctoral hood is longer and more elaborate than the master's hood. At FSU, the lining of the hood is garnet and gold representing the University's colors. However, a faculty member who holds a degree from another college or university wears a hood whose lining is in the colors of his or her alma mater, with edging that represents his or her academic discipline.

The color of the undergraduate candidate's cap tassel indicates the candidate's degree. Graduate candidates-for-degree usually wear black tassels; however, the doctoral cap may have a tassel of gold thread. At the time the bachelor's degree is conferred, the tassel is changed from the right to the left side of the cap. Thereafter, it remains on the cap's left side.

The continuity of these academic symbols dates from the Middle Ages, and tradition dictates that they should be departed from as sparingly as possible, not only to preserve the symbolism of pattern and color, but for utility, as well.

Students who are wearing cords in today's ceremony are graduating with a degree of distinction. This distinction is based on all college work attempted and is awarded only to undergraduates. Students must have a 3.5 grade point average to graduate Cum Laude (gold cord), a 3.7 grade point average for Magna Cum Laude (garnet cord) and a 3.9 grade point average for Summa Cum Laude (garnet and gold cord).
COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS AND SUBCOMMITTEES

HEAD MARSHALS

Greg Beaumont
Susan Fiorito
James Hunt
Rochelle Marrinan
Dennis Slice
Mark Zeigler

MASTER/SPECIALIST MARSHALS

Brandon Bowden
Craig Filar
Sara Hamon
Bruce Janasiewicz
Sandy Lewis
Annette Schwabe

DOCTORAL MARSHALS

Laura Osteen
William Woodyard

COLLEGE MARSHALS

Elwood Carlson
Michelle Garber
Dean Gatzlaff
Dave Gussak
Thomas Houpt
Maxine Jones
Jonathon Kimmes
Libby Lewis
Teng Ma
Pam MacDill
Martin Mende
Tanya Peres
Melissa Radey
Guangzhi Shang

Dennis Smith
Gary Smith
Gary Taylor
Michelle Therrien
Michael Thrasher
Steve Webber
Jimmy Woodward

CONVOCATIONS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Kimberly Barber, Greg Beaumont, Kyle Clark, Taylor Gomez, Karen Laughlin, Sally McRorie
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COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE DEGREES
John Thrasher, President, Presiding

FRIDAY EVENING

Processional
*Pomp and Circumstance*

Sir Edward Elgar
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Chandler Wilson, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance led by Thomas Pritchard and the National Anthem led by Blythe Reed)

Welcome and Comments
President Thrasher

Welcome
Ms. Stacey Pierre
Student Body President

Introduction of Speaker
President Thrasher

Commencement Address
Mr. Jorge Gonzalez
President and CEO of The St. Joe Company

Conferring of Academic Degrees
President Thrasher

Recessional
*Hymn to the Garnet and Gold*

J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Wilson, Conductor
Ms. Reed, Vocalist

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE DEGREES
John Thrasher, President, Presiding

SATURDAY MORNING

Processional
*Pomp and Circumstance*
Sir Edward Elgar
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Chandler Wilson, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance led by Joshua Singletary and the National Anthem led by Blythe Reed)

Welcome and Comments
President Thrasher

Welcome
Ms. Stacey Pierre
Student Body President

Introduction of Speaker
President Thrasher

Commencement Address
Mr. Jorge Gonzalez
President and CEO of The St. Joe Company

Conferring of Academic Degrees
President Thrasher

Recessional
*Hymn to the Garnet and Gold*
J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Wilson, Conductor
Ms. Reed, Vocalist

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
THE MACE

With origins in the Middle Ages, the mace is an ornamental staff that symbolizes the authority of the university president.

The Florida State University mace, created from native black walnut and gold-plated silver, was designed by Ivan Johnson, FSU Professor of Art. The woodwork is the effort of James C. Smith, 1992-93 Lawton Distinguished Professor of Psychology, and the metalwork the product of FSU alumnus Donald Vodicka.

The university marshal bears the mace before the president as the academic procession enters and retires from academic convocations.

THE MEDALLION

The medallion, which hangs on a heavy chain and bears the university Seal, was first presented to then FSU President Bernard Sliger by the Alumni Association at the revived Fall Convocation in 1988. John Thrasher is the sixth president to wear the brass medallion as a symbol of the office at formal academic functions. The Alumni Association has also presented all living former presidents with this badge of honor.

THE BANNER

The Banner is the highest ranking of the armorial ensigns, types of flag with heraldic significance, dating from medieval times. A knight who had displayed particularly valorous conduct became known as a Knight Banneret and was permitted to display his coat of arms on a square flag or banner carried on his lance. The Banner marked the carrier's position in battle, in a ceremony, or at a tournament.

Like the Mace, the Banner is one of the medieval heraldic devices adopted by the faculties of universities in Scotland in the 1400s to embellish academic ceremonies. Today we use them to identify the colleges participating in formal academic convocations.

ACADEMIC DEANS AND DIRECTORS

Dedman School of Hospitality  Dr. Donald Farr
Jim Moran School of Entrepreneurship  Dr. Susan Fiorito
College of Applied Studies  Dr. Randall Hanna
The Graduate School  Dr. Mark Riley
College of Medicine  Dr. John P. Fogarty
College of Motion Picture Arts  Mr. Reb Braddock
FAMU-FSU College of Engineering  Dr. J. Murray Gibson
College of Fine Arts  Dr. Scott Shamp
College of Communication and Information  Dr. Lawrence C. Dennis
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy  Dr. Tim Chapin
College of Law  Dr. Erin O’Hara O’Connor
College of Nursing  Dr. Judith McFetridge-Durdle
College of Business  Dr. Michael Hartline
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice  Dr. Thomas G. Blomberg
College of Social Work  Dr. James Clark
College of Music  Dr. Patricia J. Flowers
College of Human Sciences  Dr. Michael Delp
College of Education  Dr. Marcy P. Driscoll
College of Arts and Sciences  Dr. Sam Huckaba
Undergraduate Studies  Dr. Karen L. Laughlin
University Libraries  Ms. Susannah Miller
Dean of Students  Dr. Vicki Dobiyanski
DEDMAN SCHOOL OF HOSPITALITY

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

John Golden Armstrong V – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jessica Taylor Bentley – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Mallory Paige Brown – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Claudia Gabriela Canchica – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Fischer Chen – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brendan Joseph Curry – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jane Early – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sidney Grace Fedorchak (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Megan Elizabeth Gates (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management (WITH HONORS) – Hospitality and Tourism Management and Psychology
Amanda Goble – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Mary Elizabeth Jackson – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kyle Robert McGuire – Hospitality and Tourism Management
William Joseph McKenna – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Andrew Lowell Passante – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Austin Charles Paul – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Caitlin Taylor Roach – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Shayna Rose Robertson – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Eddie Michael Ropy – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Nytsa Tony Saayfan – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Tyler Reed Sanders – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Joshua Laine Singletary – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Victoria Marie Skarda – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Parker Thomas Skornsche – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Carolyn Jeanette Sola Riley-Puga – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Donia Ward – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Maria Eliza Wolfe (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Courtney Nicole Wrobel – Hospitality and Tourism Management

COLLEGE OF APPLIED STUDIES

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Alisha Avette Adams – Professional Communication
Megan Diane Anderson – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Michael Joseph Samuel Andrews (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
Calvin Lee Barner – Professional Communication
Savannah Leigh Bartleson – Crime Scene Investigation
Tyler Christopher Carter – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Christen Michelle Chipman – Crime Scene Investigation
Sabrina LeShawnColeman – Crime Scene Investigation
Brett Croft – Crime Scene Investigation
Jessica Marie Fabian – Crime Scene Investigation
Kristy Leigh Frith – Professional Communication
Kaylee Ann Gardner – Professional Communication
Christopher Brandon Harris – Professional Communication
Zoey Christine Hatton – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Burt R. Himmer – Law Enforcement Operations
Courtney Nichole Lewis – Crime Scene Investigation
Elizabeth Kay Linley – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Aleta Kay Lyons – Professional Communication
Andrea Danae Marais – Crime Scene Investigation
Heather Lee Napolitano – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Paul Olsen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
Michael Paul – Professional Communication
Andrew D. Prescott – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Lindsay Lillian Rodin – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Angeline Madison Schultz – Professional Communication
Syreeta M. Scruggs – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Bryce McKenzie Segler – Professional Communication
Jenna Louise Volpe (CUM LAUDE) – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Kelly Ann Wahl (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Crime Scene Investigation
Joseph Benjamin Woodruff – Law Enforcement Operations

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Master of Science
With Major In

Amy Chen – Corporate & Public Communication
Alfred Andrew Vasta, Jr. – Corporate & Public Communication
Ann Rose Yarko – Corporate & Public Communication

Andy Murray – Materials Science & Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Yu Tian – Materials Science & Engineering

B.S., Dalian University of Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Biwu Ma
"Metal Halide Perovskites for Light Emitting Diodes"

The Graduate School

Master of Science
With Major In

Andy Murray – Materials Science & Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Yu Tian – Materials Science & Engineering

B.S., Dalian University of Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Biwu Ma
"Metal Halide Perovskites for Light Emitting Diodes"

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

Doctor of Medicine
With Major In

David Chase West – Medicine

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Michael H. Bokros – Biomedical Sciences
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Yanchang Wang
"Molecular Mechanisms that Contribute to Spindle Assembly Checkpoint Inactivation"
COLLEGE OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS

Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In

Harrison Reid Lauff – Animation & Digital Arts

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In

Samuel James Bellamy – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Jonathan Michael Bruner – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Michelle Marie Calderon – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Sean Tague Carroll – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Yingli Cheng – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Aaron Chung – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Zoë Marie DeLeon – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Anthony Guy DeNiro – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Wesley Jamal Fleming – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Cole Christian Goslee – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Jacob Tyler Hutchison – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Tianyung Jiang – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Laura Marie Johnson – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Kennikki Helena Jones – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Sara Karimpour – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Alexander Julian Plantagenet Knight – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
James Robert Leming – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Jingue Li – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Joseph Gray Lindsey – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Xiao Ma – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Demetrius Avondre Martin – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Rebecca Raymond – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Brady Bruce Robinson – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Lamar Andrews Rogers – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Jonas Lucian Schubach – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Kaleigh Marie Spencer – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Yining Xu – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Gedwion Nigusse Yirdaw – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Dylan Michael Zivitz – Motion Picture Arts - Production

FAMU - FSU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Christopher Michael Baker – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
James Beattie – Mechanical Engineering
McLaren John Beckwith – Mechanical Engineering
Brittney Michelle Bozzi – Civil Engineering
Grant Alexander Brown – Electrical Engineering
Lando Orrin Brown – Electrical Engineering
Meghan Elizabeth Busch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Mark David Campbell III – Electrical Engineering
Cory William Chandler – Civil Engineering
Mario Antonio Clayton – Industrial Engineering
Daniel Walker Cole – Civil Engineering
Gavin Edward Laird Colley – Electrical Engineering
Adonis De Campos Costa – Mechanical Engineering
Billy Furman Courson III – Electrical Engineering
William Isaiah Crites – Chemical Engineering
Stephen Elwood Dollar – Civil Engineering
Patrick David Duggan – Mechanical Engineering
Nicolas Giannareas Anyfanti – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Benjamin Scott Giese – Electrical Engineering
Katie Anne Gleason (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
James Patrick Jenkins – Mechanical Engineering
George Edward Jones V – Electrical Engineering
William Harrison Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Tyler Michael Konter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Dustin Avery Landers – Electrical Engineering
Jordan Maceo Lane-Palmer – Mechanical Engineering
Kalaya Morel Le Doux – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Winton Lee Lowery – Electrical Engineering
Brian Crompton Lyn – Mechanical Engineering
Travis John Manhardt – Civil Engineering
Libni Effrain Mariona Hernandez – Mechanical Engineering
Andres Javier Martinez – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Marcos Vidal Masley, Jr. – Chemical Engineering
Haden James McCaskill – Civil Engineering
Caitlin Michelle McCravy – Civil Engineering and Civil Engineering/Environmental
Marie Julia Medelius – Mechanical Engineering
Jonathan Matthew Mendez – Mechanical Engineering
Joshua Reed Messier (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Sywal W. Mezonlin – Mechanical Engineering
Steven Davis Miller – Civil Engineering
Joshua Morgan – Civil Engineering

Master of Engineering
With Major In

Aspen Nicole Reyes (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering/Materials
Caleb Bramlitt Stallings – Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Charles Starr – Mechanical Engineering
Emily Elaine Stern (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Erin Katherine Swider – Civil Engineering
Samuel Clay Tate – Electrical Engineering
Jessica Tomei – Civil Engineering
Charles Joseph White – Civil Engineering/Environmental
Colby Herbert Wiggins – Electrical Engineering
Paul Wolmarans – Industrial Engineering
Brianna Marie Wylie – Mechanical Engineering
Brianna Bo-San Yeung – Mechanical Engineering

Master of Science
With Major In

Yi Xiong – Civil Engineering
Zhiming Zhang – Civil Engineering

Master of Science

Geoffrey Ryan Adams – Industrial Engineering
Rachit Agarwal – Electrical Engineering
Yunus Akintunde Akinola – Electrical Engineering
Daniel Joseph Blackman – Mechanical Engineering
Douglas Lane Brown – Civil Engineering
Donglin Cai – Electrical Engineering
Gunnar Luke Chauncey – Electrical Engineering
Jakob Isaac Consolver-Zack – Mechanical Engineering
Yourri Samuel Desstreeteau – Industrial Engineering
Jolie Breaux Frketic – Industrial Engineering
David Gonsoulin – Electrical Engineering
Jobeda Jamal Khanam – Electrical Engineering
Xin Li – Industrial Engineering
Naveen Prasad Mendi – Chemical Engineering
Chen Mu – Industrial Engineering
Aditya Gopimohan Nair – Mechanical Engineering
Ganesh Anirudh Panthula – Electrical Engineering
Blair Thomas Pearson – Mechanical Engineering
Dallas Christopher Perkins – Electrical Engineering
Garit Wade Poire – Civil Engineering
Kyle James Radcliff – Mechanical Engineering
Jie Ren – Industrial Engineering
Fehintola Basirat Sanusi – Civil Engineering
Sharath Raghav Satyanarayana – Electrical Engineering
Rohit Ganesh Sonavane – Electrical Engineering
Steven Charles Squillacote, Jr. – Civil Engineering
Oluwatosin Paul Theophilus – Civil Engineering
Xuanchen Xiang – Electrical Engineering
Chi-An Yeh – Electrical Engineering
Qinggele Yu – Electrical Engineering
Xiang Zhang – Mechanical Engineering
Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Mohammad Faisal Ahmed – Industrial Engineering
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Changchun (Chad) Zeng

“Architected Multiscale Polymer Foams”

Michael DeForest Brown – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. David Larbalestier

“Mechanical and Electrical Characterization of Strain Dependent Current Density in Round and Rectangular Reinforced B2Sr2CaCu2O8+x Wires for High Field Application”

Eric Anthony Deem – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., University of Florida
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Louis N. Cattafesta

“Flow Physics and Nonlinear Dynamics of Separated Flows Subject to ZNMF-Based Control”

Joshua Henri Degraff – Industrial Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Liang

“Scalable Manufacturing of Morphing Structures Using Carbon Nanotube Buckypaper”

Ryan D. Doczy – Civil Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Yassir Abdelaziz


Hui Fan – Electrical Engineering
B.E., Harbin Institute of Technology (China)
M.S., University of Birmingham (UK)
Major Professor: Dr. Ming Yu

“A New Two-Stage Game Framework for Power Demand Response Management in Smart Grids”

Griffin Doran Francis – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Emmanuel Collins

“Spacecraft Motion Control”

Jian Gao – Mechanical Engineering
B.E., Hohai University
Major Professor: Dr. Wei Guo

“Visualization Study of Thermal Counterflow Turbulence in Superfluid 4He”

David Earl Gonsoulin – Electrical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Chris S. Edrington

“Distributed Energy Management Utilizing Model Predictive Control for Naval Ship Applications”

Emily Catherine Hammel – Industrial Engineering
B.S., Winona State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Okenwa Okoli

“Implication of the Osmotic Drying of Alumina-Gelatin Objects Utilizing an Aqueous Polyethylene Glycol Liquid Desiccant”

Xin Li – Industrial Engineering
B.S., Tongji University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Chiwoo Park

“Sparsity-Regularized Learning for Nano-Metrology”

Jonathan William McNally – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Farrukh Ali

“Active Control of Salient Flow Features in the Wake of a Ground Vehicle”

Aditya Gopimohan Nair – Mechanical Engineering
B.E., Mumbai University
M.S., University of Michigan
Major Professor: Dr. Kunihiko Taira

“Network-Theoretic and Data-Based Analysis and Control of Unsteady Fluid Flows”

Behnaz Papari – Electrical Engineering
B.S., Islamic Azad University
M.S., K.N. Toosi University of Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Chris Edrington

“Intelligent Energy and Operation Management of AC, DC, and Hybrid Microgrids Based on Evolutionary Techniques”

Dallas Christopher Perkins – Electrical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Chris S. Edrington

“Distributed Adaptive Droop Control for Power Management in DC Distribution Systems”

Liqing Song – Chemical Engineering
B.S., Qingdao University of Science and Technology
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Yan Li

“Modelling 3-D Brain-like Tissues Using Human Stem Cell-Derived Vascular Spheroids, Cortical Spheroids and Microglia-Like Cells”

Richard Twumasi-Boakye – Civil Engineering
B.S., Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. John Sobanjo

“Resilience of Transportation Networks Subject to Bridge Damage and Road Closures”

Hui Wang – Industrial Engineering
B.E., Nankai University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Changchun (Chad) Zeng

“Preparation and Application of Piezoelectric Foams Based on Cyclic Olefin Copolymers”

Huihui Wang – Chemical Engineering
B.E., China University of Petroleum
M.S., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Bruce R. Locke

“The Non-thermal Plasma Technology for Water Treatment”

Huawei Yang – Electrical Engineering
B.S., Xi’an Jiaotong University
M.S., Missouri University of Science and Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Chris S. Edrington

“Sensor Fault Detection and Isolation in Power Systems”

Chi-An Yeh – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., National Chiao Tung University
M.S., National Taiwan University
Major Professor: Dr. Kunihiko Taira

“Resolvent Analysis Based Design”

---

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Kenyan Devon Alexander – Studio Art
Jaime Daniel Blanco Alanis (CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Fiona Jean Borger – Studio Art
Michaelle Nicole Cayard (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Stephanie Marie Coleman – Art History
Shannon Margaret Drummond – Theatre
Liam Patrick Eagan – Theatre
Kelsey Anne Eldridge – Studio Art
Farishna N. Estok – Studio Art
Olivia Leigh Friloux – Theatre
Piper Katherine Gaul (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Nikki Sierra Hudak – Theatre
Gabrielle Taylor Kanaeapua – Art History
Elizabeth Anne Kelly – Studio Art
Timothy Kirksey – Studio Art
Christina Loh – Studio Art
Frank Jerren Manley – Studio Art
Logan Thomas Marple – Theatre
Chi-An Yeh – Studio Art
Morgan Layne Seltzer – Studio Art and Media/Communication Studies
Geralisse Yvette Stithole – Studio Art
Jordan Wilson True – Studio Art and Media/Communication Studies

Graduate School

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Reinventing the Disciplinary Distinction: A Study of the Impact of Interdisciplinary Collaboration on Creative Product Development

The Florida State University
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Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In
Carly Nicole Dishman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Hunter Linn Heerema – Studio Art
Alexandra Elisabeth Lance (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Taylor Ann Stevens – Studio Art
Dori Kincaid Waymer (CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre

Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Jessica Solveig Gehring – Interior Design
Amber Brianne Murray – Interior Design

Master of Arts
With Major In
Marisa Martha Andrews – Theatre
Michael George Valdez – Theatre

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In
Mathew Jared Adams – Studio Art
Lauren Ashley Shepherd Baker – Studio Art
Brittany Jean Flock – Interior Design
Kyle D. Hoehn – Technical Production
Mary Elizabeth Johnson – Interior Design
Rachel Madeleine Mathes – Studio Art
Sarah Marie Wallstedt – Interior Design

Master of Science
With Major In
Esra Adeeb Alabduljabbar – Interior Design
Megan Elizabeth Beese – Art Therapy
Jorge Luis Bustamante – Art Education
Jordan Michele Dobrow – Interior Design
Jordyn Ashleigh Dooley – Art Therapy
Abigail Renae Eckard – Interior Design
Rachel Elizabeth Francis – Art Therapy
Maggi Diane Horsemann – Art Therapy
Catherine Bliss Kreh – Interior Design
Kelly Marie Moore – Art Therapy
Elissa Danielle Pizzutto – Art Therapy
Angela Patricia Quintero – Art Therapy
Ceelen Mahane Robertson – Art Therapy
Elise Irene Roche – Art Therapy
Amanda Elizabeth Schattle – Art Therapy
Hannah Louise Stinson – Art Therapy
Lingyu Sun – Interior Design
Michelle Marie Torrech Pérez – Art Therapy
Simone Dominique Wilson – Art Therapy

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Alexandra Rae Allen – Art Education
B.A., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Rachel Fendler

“Visualization of Invisible Disabilities: An Arts-Based Exploration of Disability Identity Development”

Ashley Lynn Hartman – Art Education
B.S., Palm Beach Atlantic University
M.Ed., Florida Atlantic University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Dave Gussak

“Utilizing the Museum as a Space for Therapeutic Art Experiences for Adolescents with High Functioning Autism (HFA)”

Lesley Anne Wolff – Art History
B.A., Bard College
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Carrasco

“Guerra al metate! The Visuality of Foodways in Postrevolutionary Mexico City (1920 – 1960)”

Samuel Anthony DiBittetto (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Mia Granade – Media/Communication Studies
Cassidy Carlin Shaw – Media/Communication Studies and Creative Writing

Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Adrienne Eugenia Agamasu (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Darci Alexis Allen – Media/Communication Studies
Kylie Marie Austgen (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Isaac Charles Bass – Information Technology
Rhea Begazo (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Carly Anne Blakey – Information Communication & Technology
Emily Noel Blanck – Public Relations
Tyler Jacob Bodin – Information Communication & Technology
Olivia Michelle Brevejl (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Humanities
Shawn Michael Burak – Information Technology
Robert Burns – Media/Communication Studies
Alexis Kay Calendine – Information Communication & Technology
Nathaniel Michael Chin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Delaney Caroline Cook – Information Communication & Technology
Abigail Paige Cottrill – Advertising
Carly Anne Craig (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Studio Art
Brianna N. Daniel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Connor Davis – Information Communication & Technology
Colin Lawrence Diener – Information Technology

Samantha Kate Fogliano – Communication Science & Disorders
Nathaniel Paul Fraas – Information Communication & Technology
Emily Galant – Advertising
Alexis Maria Gauthier – Information Communication & Technology
Julian Gonzalez – Information Communication & Technology
Robert H. Griffin III – Information Technology
Claudeen Nhanye Guillaume (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Ali Jayne Gurewicz – Information Communication & Technology
Lance Stephen Hamic – Information Communication & Technology
Angela Dorothy Hammer (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Savannah Rilee Hearns – Media/Communication Studies
Rachel Ann Hollingsworth – Communication Science & Disorders
Shawnie Dominique Houston – Information Technology
Margaret Charlotte Howard – Communication Science & Disorders
Ashley Nikole Jordan (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Psychology
Benjamin H. Kramer – Information Technology
Clayton Elliott Kuhlmeier – Information Communication & Technology
Clarissa Lynne Leyda – Information Communication & Technology
Amber Nicole Livingston – Media/Communication Studies

Emily Lanford Malcom – Media/Communication Studies
Ramón Martínez (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Brittany Elizabeth Marya (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Darya Daniela Massoudi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Kerrigan Skye McCulloch – Information Communication & Technology
Chelsea Marie McIntyre – Communication Science & Disorders
Lourens Mertlein – Information Communication & Technology
Humphrey Charles Minott, Jr. – Information Communication & Technology
Kelly Marie Mixon – Digital Media Production
Tristan Elizabeth Muniz – Information Communication & Technology
Leslie Ann Novakovic (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Connor Seth Payne – Information Technology
Brian Pearson – Information Communication & Technology
Michaela Covington Petrone – Advertising
Steve Timothony Phillips – Information Technology
Stephen Evan Putnal – Information Technology
Austin Christopher Rain – Information Technology
Tiffany F. Reid (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Mark Douglas Reiner – Information Communication & Technology
Cristyna Marie Rhoads – Digital Media Production
Kelley Anne Roper – Media/Communication Studies
Mariapia Rueda (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and International Affairs
Michael Vaughn Shapley – Information Communication & Technology
Jordyn Ellen Statham – Information Communication & Technology
Olivia Tantillo – Media/Communication Studies
Dylan William Thomas – Information Technology
Megan Nicole Tice (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Tyler Cain Tolrud – Information Technology
Micaela Valderrama – Advertising
Brandon Tomas Velasquez – Information Communication & Technology
Sydney Michelle Vincent – Information Communication & Technology
Paige Morgan Waldberg (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Weston Morris Williams (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Connor Emmett Wilson – Information Technology
Lee Christopher Winton-Burnette, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Nicole Zelaya – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing & Media

Master of Arts
With Major In
Roy Leo Bohyn – Media & Communication Studies
Ryan James Carter – Public Interest Media and Communication
Megan Michael McClain – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Yanfie Yang – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication

Master of Science
With Major In
Jacob Austin Albo – Information Technology
David Andrew Baker – Information Technology
Katherine Mullen Blosser – Public Interest Media and Communication
Emily Frances Bratek – Communication Science & Disorders
Kristen Lynn Brittain – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Marsha Antoinette Buchanan – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Pablo Jose Calderon – Information Technology
Denisha Grace Campbell – Communication Science & Disorders
Mara Danielle Charles – Communication Science & Disorders
Angela Bella Christiano – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Sarah Ellen Coleman – Communication Science & Disorders
Sarah Lesley Cooper – Communication Science & Disorders
Rachel Christine Dennler – Communication Science & Disorders
Divya Dhamija – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Jessica Lea Ekstrom – Communication Science & Disorders
Sarah Jane Fields – Communication Science & Disorders
Elizabeth Ashley Farr – Communication Science & Disorders
Laura Jacquelin Gamez – Communication Science & Disorders
Kelli Anne Gemmer – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Victoria Alejandra Guevara – Information Technology
Katrina Eve Holley – Information Technology

Jacob A. Ihlenfeldt – Communication Science & Disorders
Sarah Grace Johnson – Communication Science & Disorders
Taryn Joyce Johnson – Communication Science & Disorders
Mollie DeHart Kane – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Sarah Elizabeth King – Communication Science & Disorders
Katherine Ann Kopystanski – Communication Science & Disorders
Meredith Brady Kurtz – Communication Science & Disorders
Andrew Raymond Kusel – Information Technology
Melanie Leivers – Information
Stephanie Alysha Lewis – Information
Junyuan Liu – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Abigail Katelynn Loyd – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Alex Hansford Macy – Information
Michael Maitland – Information
Haley Martone – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Dara Michelle Mauck – Communication Science & Disorders
Claudia Maye – Information
Matthew Peter McCloskey – Communication Science & Disorders
Amy-Jane McWilliam – Information
Nicolas Dean Moroz – Information Technology
Parker Elisa Morris – Communication Science & Disorders
Venkata Sai Supada Nallari – Media & Communication Studies
Emily Kathryn Palmier – Communication Science & Disorders
Tatiana Nicole Perez – Communication Science & Disorders
Anna Marina Phillips – Communication Science & Disorders
Cedric Mateef Rempson – Information Technology
Jessica Lynn Rishell – Communication Science & Disorders
Joshua David Russell – Communication Science & Disorders
Eric Stephen Schmidt – Information
Paige Elizabeth Searcy – Communication Science & Disorders
Lindsay Marie Sentf – Communication Science & Disorders
Donald Ray Sensabaugh – Information
Brittany Nicole Simmons – Communication Science & Disorders
Cali Maris Slaughter – Information
Dana Michelle Slomins – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Darby Gill Sullivan – Communication Science & Disorders
Noelle Maria Torrillo – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication
Erin Nicole Travis – Communication Science & Disorders
Ashley Lynn Trujillo – Information
Evelyn Valdes – Information
Teresa Maria Viteri – Communication Science & Disorders
Matilda Jane von Kalm – Public Interest Media and Communication
Jesse Christina Wilson – Information

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Ciera Marie Lorio – Communication Science & Disorders
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point
M.S., Bowling Green State University
Major Professor: Dr. Juliann Woods

“Provider and Caregiver Reflections During Early Intervention Caregiver Coaching Sessions”

Ana Ndumu – Information
B.A., University of Florida
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Gary Burnett

“Black Immigrants, Information Access, and Information Overload: A Three-paper Dissertation”

Janice Moore Newsum – Information
B.A., Rhodes College
M.Ed., University of St. Thomas
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Marcia Mardis

“Urban Principals’ Perceptions of School Librarians’ Leadership Roles”

Chorong Oh – Communication Science & Disorders
B.A., Pusan National University
M.A., Pusan National University
Major Professors: Dr. Leonard LaPointe and Dr. Richard Morris

“The Effects of Cognitive Load on Gait in Dementia of the Alzheimer’s Type: A Longitudinal Study”

Danyang Zhao – Communication Theory & Research
B.A., Heilongjiang University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Arthur Raney


COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC POLICY

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In
Kelly Anne Baker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
James Marion Lance III (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Ramona Kemunto Magotsi – International Affairs

Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Brandon Yude Abdala – Social Science
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Master of Arts
With Major In

Jeremy Boyer – International Affairs
Robert L. Doughty – International Affairs
Courtney McKeen – International Affairs
Matteo John Roselli – International Affairs
Dominique M. Rothrock – International Affairs
Olivia Lane Saunders – International Affairs
Mackenzie D. Thompson – International Affairs
Grecia Torres – International Affairs

Master of Public Administration
With Major In

Joanna Hope Ayala – Public Administration
Melissa Elizabeth Brown – Public Administration
Catherine Nicole Johnson – Public Administration
Piotr Tymoteusz Krzyzek – Public Administration
Nathaniel J. Paschal – Public Administration
Scott Bryan Scharinger – Public Administration
Jennifer Lynn Fulkert Sears – Public Administration
Samantha Maria Sicard – Public Administration

Master of Public Health
With Major In

Ali Alsaffar – Public Health
Kristin Marie Hyde – Public Health
India Jane Steinbaugh – Public Health

Master of Science
With Major In

Sarah Grace Allen – Applied Economics
Janet Elizabeth Bailey – Sociology
Mallory Christine Bane – Demography
Katie Nicole Beaumont – Applied American Politics & Policy
Garrett Rogers Blandon, Jr. – Applied American Politics & Policy
Daniel Jewell Bonham – Applied Economics
Margaret Kate Brandenburg – Demography
Chandler Thomas Brooks – Demography
Andrew Sterling Bryant – Applied Economics
Courtney A. Clark – Applied Economics
Sarah Leighann Crafton – Applied Economics
Katrina Kylan Crankshaw – Demography
Alexandra Marie Crenshaw – Applied Economics
Tanner David Cummings – Demography
Grant Dawkins – Geographic Information Science
Catherine Mary Dietrick – Geographic Information Science
Morgan Tanner DiPietro – Applied Economics
Kelley Elizabeth Doll – Political Science
Daniel Julio Dominguez – Geographic Information Science
David William Drumheller – Applied Economics
John D. Evans – Applied Economics
Harrison William Fields – Applied American Politics & Policy
Xinyu Gao – Geographic Information Science
Crystal Lee Heberts – Geographic Information Science
Sarah Nicole Hibbard – Geographic Information Science
Quinn S. Hoffman – Demography
Alej Irving Holtz – Applied Economics
Randi Blair Ingram – Sociology
Melanie Leigh Jenkins – Geographic Information Science
Justin T. Johnson – Demography
Robert Holt Johnson III – Applied Economics

Michael William Keith – Applied Economics
Sam Keshavarzi – Applied American Politics & Policy
Alicia Marie Kohler – Applied Economics
John Gregory Kotyk – Applied American Politics & Policy
Krista Lynn Lape – Applied Economics
Andrew Hultman Liebert – Applied American Politics & Policy
Romy Joel Marques – Applied Economics
Santiago Marrou – Applied Economics
Josiah Bradley Martin – Applied Economics
Patrick Joseph Mas – Applied Economics
Kyle Morgan McKKiben – Applied Economics
Bertram Melix – Geographic Information Science
Andres Eduado Michelini – Applied Economics
Nicholas West Mortellaro – Applied American Politics & Policy
Laura Daniela Parra – Applied Economics
Alexandra Jayne Pass – Applied American Politics & Policy
Alexander Michael Payne – Demography
Joseph William Planz III – Applied American Politics & Policy
Victoria Lynne Roberts – Applied Economics
Madison Rodriguez – Applied Economics
Alexander Johann Schneider – Applied Economics
James Timothy Schulte, Jr. – Applied Economics
Samuel Stephenon Styer – Applied Economics
Amanda Maaza Tazzaz – Applied Economics
Hanna Thompson – Geographic Information Science
Katherine Marie Tindell – Sociology
Pedro Alejandro Vasquez – International Affairs
Edricus J. Williams – International Affairs

Master of Science in Planning
With Major In

Anthony Lee Baker – Urban & Regional Planning
Andrew D. Chin – Urban & Regional Planning
Kayla Mae Davis – Urban & Regional Planning
Michael Blaise Denton – Urban & Regional Planning
Daniel Wayne Houck – Urban & Regional Planning
Jingwen Ma – Urban & Regional Planning
Kierra Marie Zuokemefea – Urban & Regional Planning

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Jasmine Cheyne Armstrong – Sociology
B.A., University of Florida
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Irene Padavic

“I’m Used to Having to Look at Myself Through Somebody Else’s Eyes: Comparing Black Women’s Experiences of Stereotyping at a Historically Black University and a Predominantly White University”

Fredrick Travis Bedsworth – Economics
B.A., California State University San Marcos
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Randall Holcombe

“Essays on Asymmetric Information and Insurance Policy”

Brandon D. Brice – Economics
B.A., West Virginia University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. James Gwarten and Dr. Randall Holcombe

“Violent Conflict and Institution Change”

Jian Cao – Economics
B.Ec., Henan University of Economics & Law
M.Mgt., China University of Mining & Technology
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Paul Beaumont

“Multiple Imputation Methods for Large Multi-Scale Data Sets with Missing or Suppressed Values”

Teresa Lee Coracchi – Political Science
B.A., University of Wisconsin
M.A., University of West Florida
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Sean Ehrlich

“Anti-establishment Political Parties: Conception, Measurement, and Consequences”

Joseph Anthony Duff – Economics
B.S., University of Washington
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Mark Isaac

“Essays on Entry Regulation and the Non-Profit Sector”

Katherine Lynn Glasgow – Sociology
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Anne Barrett

“Care Receipt and Care Provision in Parent-Adult Child Relationships: Their Association with Older Adults’ Mental Health”

Clayton Michael Gumber – Sociology
B.A., Baylor University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Anne Barrett

“The Effects of Paid Work on Health in Later Life: Variation by Socioeconomic Status”

Matthew Colin Andrew Hauenstein – Political Science
B.A., Emory University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Mark Souva

“Three Essays on Crisis Bargaining”

Steven William Landgraff – Economics
B.A., St. Norbert College
M.S., Marquette University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Robert Mark Isaac and Dr. Shawn Kantor

“Three Essays on Competition in Regional Oligopoly”

Dennis Franklin Langley – Political Science
B.A., Louisiana State University and A&M College
M.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Brad Gomez

Tracy Derival — Marketing
Joel Dickstein — Finance
Kyle Wesley Dieih — (CUM LAUDE) — Finance
John Henry Disher — Management
Carly Nicole Dishman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Accounting and Finance
Xavier Bernard Dolliole — Finance
Xavier Bernard Dolliole — Professional Sales
Shane Martin Donaghy — Professional Sales
Connor Thomas Duffy — Real Estate
Chandler Austin Durham — Finance
Chandler Austin Durham — Professional Sales
Zachary Alan Ellis — Professional Sales
Kyle Augustus Empson — Global Club Management
Needham Lanier Eubanks — Risk Management/Insurance
Jordyn Jean Evans — Management
Carolina Isabel Fernandez — Marketing
Michael Anthony Fernandez — Finance
Christa Nicole Fifer — Marketing
Diego Paul Fisher — Finance and International Affairs
Alexis Lynn Fitzgerald — Accounting
Jillian Taylor Flaherty — Marketing and Management
Hayden Floyd — Accounting
Cameron S. Flinn — Accounting and Finance
Robert Bryce Franklin — Management
Harlan Ross Friedlander — Finance and Management
Alexa Anne Fritsche — Accounting
Saya Furtulate — Marketing
Stephanie Elena Garcia — Human Resource Management and Real Estate
Laura Esther Garcia De Paredes Soto (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Risk Management/Insurance and Human Resource Management
Cassidy Jean Gebhart — Marketing
Frances Phelain Gendreau — Professional Sales
Bryce James Gilliland — Finance
Brianna Cornelia Goble — Professional Sales
Alek Christopher Gottfritz — Finance
Joanna Alexis Gomez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Management and Finance
Emanuel Gonzalez — Management and Marketing
Eva Gonzalez — Finance
Victor Anthony Gutierrez — Marketing
Samina Mahi — Management
William Parker Hamil — Hospitality Management
Erik John Harlock — Marketing
Nikolas John Harris — Finance
Christina Victoria Harrison — Marketing
James Walker Harrison — Accounting
Morgan Renee Haulk (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Marketing
Kathryn Teal Hawkins — Marketing
Chacey Hay-Eldon — Management
Justin William Henderson — Real Estate and Finance
Michael Cornell Hicks — Marketing
Rachel Helen Honig — Marketing
Brooke Hunter — Marketing
William Hyland — Marketing
Brian Imeri — Accounting
Destini Cynoria James-Johnson — Accounting
Griffin Cole Jannelli (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Finance and Economics
Daniel Alexander Jara — Finance
Corinne Madison Jevic — Management
Shabbir Jivani — Accounting and Finance
Jeffrey Parker Johnson — Risk Management/Insurance
Brian K. Jolly — Finance
Wyatt Dillon Jones — Accounting
Wyatt Dillon Jones — Management Information Systems
John Francis Julian — Marketing
Jason Michael Kaczala (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Accounting and Finance
Joseph Wallace Kapczynski — Accounting and Finance
Sean Christopher Keenan — Risk Management-Insurance and Real Estate
MacKenzie Francis Keller — Accounting
Trenton James Knight — Human Resource Management
Nicholas Charles Kokolias — Professional Sales
Matthew Joseph Kornbluh — Risk Management-Insurance and Professional Sales
Kristzian Gyorgy Korpas — Management Information Systems
Beau Jacob Ladwig — Finance and Real Estate
Austin Myles Lahti — Finance and Real Estate
Alexandra Elisabeth Lance (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Marketing
James Marion Lance III (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Finance
Derek Steven Langford — Management
Kelsey Ann Leahy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Hospitality Management
Daniel Ledbetter — Accounting
Shannon Nicole Lecot — Marketing
Kaci Taylor Leeper — Management
Okino Kamali Leiba — Management Information Systems and Psychology
Brittney Armell Lewis — Human Resource Management
Khaliq Geamir Lewis — Finance and Sport Management
Mitchell David Lipsman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Accounting
Mitchell David Lipsman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Risk Management/Insurance
Jazmin Lizardo — Human Resource Management
Amanda Denise Long — Business Administration
Scott C. Long — Finance
Eric Christopher Lott — Finance and Real Estate
Jingjing Lu — Accounting
Luke William Luce — Marketing
Jaclyn Brooke Luskin — Finance
Vitor Machado — Finance
Marisa Cristina Mahoney — Management
Timothy James Malley (CUM LAUDE) — Accounting
Kyle Nicholas Mallory — Marketing
Hannah Victoria Manassa — Hospitality Management
Thomas Lee Maples — Entrepreneurship
Tyler Dwight Martin — Entrepreneurship
Christopher Emilio Martinez — Hospitality Management
Jessica Ann Martinez — Marketing
Ryan Coleman Martinez (CUM LAUDE) — Finance and Risk Management/Insurance
Braden Porter Mathiason — Management
Samuel Joseph Matteo — Finance and Economics
Tangalena Nicole Mcewen (CUM LAUDE) — Business Administration
Addison Chase McIntosh — Management
Nathan Joseph McQueen — Finance and Economics
Evan Michael Memoli — Marketing
Zachary Scott Mellin (CUM LAUDE) — Management and Professional Sales
Sofia Measbr (CUM LAUDE) — Marketing
Max Charles Meskin — Marketing
Mary-Kate Michalak — Marketing and Real Estate
Gabriella Miller — Professional Sales
Spencer Allen Miller — Entrepreneurship
William Daniel Moedr IV — Finance
Silvana Mojica — Marketing
Aileen Morales — Accounting
Marcos Manuel Muina II — Accounting
Dan Hector Munoz — Management
Seifan Khalid Nabulsi — Marketing
Andrew Roger Nesbitt — Hospitality Management
Daniel Adam New (CUM LAUDE) — Accounting and Finance
Rebecca J. Newby — Finance
John Timothy O’Connor (CUM LAUDE) — Accounting and Finance
Spenser Patrick O’Haire — Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate
Christian James Ortiz — Marketing
Amanda Michelle Ostuni — Marketing
Jacob Mack Owen — Accounting and Finance
Michele Lynn Padilla — Retail Management and Italian
Elizabeth Ann Palmer — Management and Retail Management
Jacob Willson Paolillo (CUM LAUDE) — Finance
Keith Arthur Parrish — Finance
Thomas Michael Pascarella — Finance
Sahil Dipak Patel — Hospitality Management
Sahil Dipak Patel — Finance
Corey Reed Peirce — Management
Jose Javier Pena — Finance
Jose Javier Pena — Marketing
Samantha Pena — Marketing
Wilshem Alexander Pernick — Marketing
Kyle Anderson Petitte — Management
Clifford Adam Phillips — Marketing
Daniel Picardi — Finance
Charles Avery Pohl — Risk Management/Insurance
Matthew Anthony Raposo — Finance
Nicolas Alan Reeve — Finance
Alexander Kyle Register — Management Information Systems
Jonathan Robert Richmond — Finance
Danielle Eliza Riesco — Marketing
Amy Danielle Roach — Marketing
Kenley Rodriguez — Marketing
Cole Henry Rogers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Finance
Ryan Zachary Romo (CUM LAUDE) — Management Information Systems and Marketing
Joshua Antonio Rosario — Management and Management Information Systems
Shannon Marie Ross — Business Administration
Gabriel P. Rowe — Finance
Lisa Anne Rueger — Risk Management/Insurance
Edan Sabach — Professional Sales
Gustavo Rodolfo Sánchez Saravia — Finance and Management
James Reid Sanders — Entrepreneurship and Finance
Jeremy Clay Saquibal — Finance
Ryan Michael Schackne — Management
Adam Schoen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Marketing and Management
Cody Schooley — Finance
Sedat Sepic — Management
Klinti Shani — Finance
Mark Stephen Siner, Jr. — Finance
Ryan Robert Smith — Hospitality Management
THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY  Summer Commencement 2018
COLLEGE OF CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Mary Katherine Aaronson – Criminology
Alondra Del Mar Aponte – Criminology
Sasan Alexi Assary – Criminology
Aris Peter Averkiou – Criminology and Theatre
Abigail Spencer Ayres – Criminology
Alex Billmeier – Criminology
Noah A. Boyeu – Criminology
Paul Bernard Brown – Criminology
Jessica D. Brown-Craft – Criminology
Megan Taylor Burgman – Criminology
Brook’lyne Burns – Criminology
Gregory Anthony Bursic – Cyber Criminology – Criminology
Phillip Anthony Campisi – Criminology
Joel A. Careaga – Criminology
Matthew Edward Carroll – Criminology
Albert Benjamin Chandler III – Criminology
Justin Chau – Criminology
Joseph Russell Colon – Criminology
Kevin Jermiane Cooper, Jr. – Criminology
Marly Copeland – Criminology
Cesar Omar Corchado – Criminology
Nicole Eileen Cortes – Criminology
Alexis Le’Shay Cox – Criminology
Meaghan Kathleen Cunningham – Criminology
Lonnecia Eugenia Darden – Criminology
Samantha Degen – Criminology
Austin Holden DeSutter – Criminology
Frank Brian Dias – Criminology
Leonard Emil Diaz – Criminology
Court Qiue Diercks (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Philosophy
Caroline Marie Dunham – Criminology and Psychology
Daniel Ryan Duval – Criminology
Emilie Elizabeth Easton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and International Affairs
Kristofer Ettnan – Criminology
Jacob Ryan Everette – Cyber Criminology – Criminology
Kaylee Marie Fitzpatrick (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Matthew David Flanagan – Criminology
Jordon Logan Frankenberg – Criminology
Maria Camila Fuentes (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Patricia Gegznai (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Elaina Ivy Germanson – Criminology and Psychology
Laurence Pender Glover – Criminology
Madison Lindsey Godwin – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Leah Rose Goluboff – Criminology
Bryan Greff – Criminology
Justin Bradshaw Hale – Criminology
Khalid Nasser Hamad – Criminology
Andre Suella Hardegree – Criminology
Tameka Ulette Harrison – Criminology
Nikolas Ohland Hartley (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Ashlinne Lexia Hickox (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Melanie Amber Horowitz – Criminology
Emily Rae Horton – Criminology and Psychology
Rem Samer Ittayem – Criminology
Catherine Da nieva Jackson – Criminology
Logan Wade Johnson – Criminology
Brock Christopher Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
QuinLYnne Ellanore Kalish – Criminology and Psychology
Ami Kawapi – Criminology
Sarfraz Nadeer Khan – Criminology
Juliet Marie LaRiche – Criminology
Shannon Marie LeChon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Sarah Ann Lehman – Criminology
Gabrielle B. Lewis – Criminology
Victoria Teresa Lluis (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Kelly Taylor Logue – Criminology and Psychology
Shane Michael Ludlow – Criminology
Ashly Claire Ludvig (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Sociology
Jen-L Victoria Lykins – Criminology
John Curtis Manson (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Natasha Nicole Maxwell – Criminology
Keith R. Mayo – Criminology
Braxton O’Keith Mims – Criminology and Psychology
Brady Patrick Monahan – Criminology
Danielle Brianna Montesino (CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Sara Montoya – Criminology and Sociology
Caleb Joseph Moore – Criminology and International Affairs
Walter Corbin Moore – Criminology
Christopher Carter More – Criminology
Ian Benjamin Moto – Criminology
Lakeisha Nicole Myrick – Criminology
Nicholas Lawrence Nehrling – Criminology
Kristen Jay Neville (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Taylor Carson Ney (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Political Science
Lekia T. Oliver – Criminology
Daniel Alexander Oquendo – Criminology
Joseph Durand Ostland – Criminology
Julia Ann Pagnato – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Eleni Vasiliki Papadimitriou – Criminology
Sarah Elizabeth Parlin – Criminology and Social Science
David Stewart Perry – Criminology
Thomas David Pritchard – Criminology
Sydney Brooke Rachlin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Christopher Thomas Roache – Criminology
Carleigh Catherine Robinet – Criminology
Nicholas Evan Rogers – Criminology
Nidya Dominique Rojas – Criminology
James Connor Ross – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Taylor Watson Rossmoor – Criminology
Frantz Rouchon – Criminology
Carlos Enrique Rueda – Criminology
Amber Karina Sagastume – Criminology and Psychology
Giancarlo Sánchez – Criminology
Brian Schultz – Criminology
Kyle Cortland Schuyler – Criminology
Lewis Andrew Sims – Criminology
Bodhi Brook Smith – Criminology
Philip Michael Smith – Criminology and Psychology
Kevin P. Spilman Kelly – Criminology and International Affairs
Cameron Daniel Staley – Criminology
Morgan Sydney Stone – Criminology and Psychology
Daniella Amanda Stupart – Criminology
Hayden Douglas Swier – Criminology
Andrea Lynn Thomas – Criminology
William Gage Timmons – Criminology
Cheyenne Bada Tombo – Criminology
Crystal Torres – Criminology
Christina Toussaint – Criminology
Felicia Joy Tucker – Criminology
David Brandon Turner – Criminology
Sebastian Velasco – Criminology
Samantha Jayde Wade – Criminology and Sociology
Reagan Kathleen Walker – Criminology
Jody Lynn Weber – Criminology
Aaron George Whitmore – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Dartalian Charles Williams – Criminology
Consuela Tyrrellah Wilson – Criminology
Jaden LaDae Wilson – Criminology and Political Science
Joshua E. Wilson – Criminology
Todd Lemay Wilson – Criminology
Christopher William Winkler – Criminology
Brian Leshale Wright – Criminology
Kevin A. Yazigi – Criminology
Julie Yeh – Criminology
Tyler James Young – Criminology

Master of Science
With Major In

Veronica Michele Alred – Criminal Justice Studies
Isabella Cecilia Arrusa – Criminology
Shelby Kaylan Blankinish – Criminology
Lauren Nicole Booke – Criminal Justice Studies
Sonia Cesar – Criminal Justice Studies
Andrew James Cramer – Criminal Justice Studies
Webster Pierre Davis – Criminal Justice Studies
Bryan Kenneth Doeg – Criminal Justice Studies
The Florida State University

Christelle Mayele – Social Work
Roxanne McBride – Social Work
Christina Claire McLeyea – Social Work
Courtney Carolyn McFarland – Social Work
Anthony McGeathery, Jr. – Social Work
Jessica Ann Mercer – Social Work
Sierra Miller – Social Work
Kshema Janaki Murari – Social Work
Gregory Alexander Nix – Social Work
Lonelle Maxine Ordway – Social Work
Katherine Elizabeth Parker – Social Work
Marisa Katherine Persia – Social Work
Kassandra Perez – Social Work
Andrea L. Pittell – Social Work
Lexus T. Politer – Social Work
Adam Propst – Social Work
Shalisa Pearl Reddick – Social Work
Zoe Leigh Regas – Social Work
Samantha Leigh Rust – Social Work
Janiel McAlisaha Samuels – Social Work
Vanessa Renee Schuchart – Social Work
Ina Jane Sicosao – Social Work
Cecilia Leal Silva – Social Work
Donald Simms-Sylvestor – Social Work
Elana Carmen Simonsos – Social Work
Paul Simpson, Jr. – Social Work
Jacy Lee Smith – Social Work
Sydney Michele Smith – Social Work
Lauren L. Sporillo – Social Work
Mary Catherine Thompson – Social Work
Kimberly Michele Tincher – Social Work
Madison Rae Wideman – Social Work

Marcus Alexander Stadtmüller (CUM LAUDE) – Voice Performance
Gabriela Paola Torres – Music Therapy
Bachelor of Music Education
With Major In
Zhanyr Jelior Johnson – Choral Music Education
Kevin Conner Imes – Instrumental Music Education
Master of Arts
With Major In
Anna Dean – Arts Administration - Music
Master of Music
With Major In
Madeleine Scott Broseh – Opera Production
Kyle Kenneth Christensen – Voice Performance
John Matthew Cooksey – Opera Production
Shenika Arielle Devonna John Jordan – Voice Performance
Young Jun Lim – String Performance
Brennan Lee Pfister – Jazz Studies
Juliet Michelle Powar – Voice Performance
Kevin Michael Puhr – Music Therapy
Melissa Nichole Quaries – Musicology
Leonardo Arturo Quintero – String Performance
Tyler James Tucker – Opera Production
Master of Music Education
With Major In
Marcie Raye Baker – Music Education
Crystal N. Berner – Music Education
Gyasi Jabari Blanton – Music Education
Nora Diane Bleam – Music Education
Corey Lynn Cellurale – Music Education
Gerald Lee Commander III – Music Education
Andrew Duffer – Music Education
Maxwell King Evrard – Music Education
Haley Elizabeth Gibbons – Music Education
Carolyn Lee Greiner – Music Education
Sean Louis Hayes – Music Education
Pei-Shih Juan – Music Education
Anthony Edward Juliano – Music Education
Emily Kristen O’Lone – Music Education
Daniel Orban – Music Education
Jessica Russell – Music Education
Alton Leon Savage – Music Education
William Joseph Spakowski III – Music Education
Kathrine Stewart – Music Education
Billy B. Williamson – Music Education
Jamie Valentine Wood – Music Education
Doctor of Music Education
With Major In
Edward Charity – String Performance
B.M., Northwestern State University
M.M., Southern Illinois University Carbondale
Major Professor: Dr. Shannon Thomas
Laura Marie Miller Clapper – Woodwind Performance
B.M., Pennsylvania State University
B.A., Pennsylvania State University
M.M., Pennsylvania State University
Major Professor: Professor Eva Amisler

Lilly Deborah Haley – Woodwind Performance
B.M., University of New Hampshire
M.M., Indiana University
Major Professors: Dr. Deborah Bish & Dr. Jonathan Holden
Ashley Elizabeth Holder – Woodwind Performance
B.M.E., Baylor University
M.M., University of Texas at Austin
Major Professor: Dr. Deborah Bish
Galen Dean Peiskee, Jr. – Piano Performance
B.M., Texas Christian University
M.M., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Timothy Hoekman
Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Clara Jean Knotts – Music Education
B.M.E., Stetson University
M.M.E., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Katarzyna Bugaj
“The Effect of Tactile Markers on Intonation and Posture of Beginning Violin and Viola Students”
Aaron Zachary Lohmeyer – Music Education
B.A., Davidson College
M.M., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Alice-Ann Darrow
“The Effect of Varying Encoding Processes on Jazz, Instrumental, and Choral Musicians’ Memorization Accuracy”

College of Music
Bachelor of Arts
With Major In
Jacob Brian Brinkerhoff – Commercial Music
Damian A. Butler – Music - Liberal Arts
Beau Matthew Cornelius – Jazz
Savanna Lee Hewitt – Commercial Music
Michael Medina – Music - Liberal Arts
Darvanya Aris Melendez-Cintron – Music - Liberal Arts
Kristen E. Shaw (CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Seth Logan Traylor – Commercial Music
Torin Houston Wylie – Music - Liberal Arts
Bachelor of Music
With Major In
Aleyna Margaret Brown (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Woodwind Performance and Music Composition
Erika Joy Chinander (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – String Performance
Adele Leanna Fuqua – Brass Performance
Sharon Emily Kay (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Megan Michelle Lightfoot (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Daniel Moreno – Woodwind Performance
Jack Rutledge (CUM LAUDE) – Percussion Performance

College of Human Sciences
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Renée Vanessa Allison – Exercise Physiology
Stephanie Alvarez-Alvarado – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Valeria Cristina Amador – Food & Nutrition Science
Alejandra Arellano Barocio – Family & Child Sciences
Mary Elizabeth Arrant – Exercise Physiology
Illexs Aruj – Dietetics
Sydney Blayke Barrist – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Briana Bedoya (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Isabella Grace Miranda Berghamm – Family & Child Sciences
Kyle Joseph Berry (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Macie Denise Berry (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Paige Katherine Birmingham – Family & Child Sciences
Emily Elizabeth Boan – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Danielle Morgan Acosta – Higher Education
B.A., Clark University
M.Ed., Salem State University
M.A.T., Clark University
Major Professor: Dr. Kathy Guthrie

“Ripples...It Shaped Me to Be a Leader’
A Phenomenological Exploration of How Female Undergraduate Student Leadership is Influenced by Divorce During Childhood”

Ebtisam Mohammed Alshehri – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
B.S., Princess Nora University
M.S., King Saud University
Major Professor: Allan Jeong

“A Model of Enjoyment of Digital Educational Games”

Allison Paige Blankenship – Counseling Psychology and School Psychology
B.S., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Angela Canto

“The Impact of Interpersonal Trauma Exposure and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder on Suicide-Related Outcomes”

Jordan Alyssse Burko Macatee – Counseling Psychology and School Psychology
B.A., College of the Holy Cross
Major Professor: Dr. Steven Pfeiffer

“Understanding High-Risk Drinking in College Students: The Role of Emotional Intelligence in College Students’ Motivations for Alcohol Use, Binge Drinking, and Alcohol Related Problems”

Elimer Alfonzo Castillo – Sport Psychology
B.A., Kaplan University
M.S., University of Central Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Graig Chow

“Implementation and Evaluation of a Performance Profile Intervention with Collegiate Dancers”

Sarah Evelyn Diers – Counseling Psychology and School Psychology
B.A., Florida Gulf Coast University
Major Professor: Dr. Frances Prevatt

“An Evaluation of the Psychometric Properties of the Academic Behaviors and Skills of College Students (ABS-C) Scale”

Daniel Luke Fioramonti – Counseling Psychology and School Psychology
B.A., St. John Vianney College Seminary
M.S., Florida State University
Ed.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Deborah Ebener

“Exploring the Relationship Between Religious/ Spiritual Coping Practices and Adaptation to an Acquired Physical Disability”

Jaison Cleveland Freeman – Sport Psychology
B.A., Dartmouth College
M.A., Kean University
Major Professor: Dr. Graig Chow

“Examining First-year Student-Athlete Transition Into College”

Vanessa Frierson Freeman – Counseling Psychology and School Psychology
B.A., University of Delaware
M.A., University of Delaware
Major Professor: Dr. Janet G. Lenz

“The Relationship Among First-Generation College Student Status and Resilience, Social Support, Perceived Barriers, and Negative Career Thoughts”

Ashley Marie Fryer – Sport Psychology
B.A., Ohio State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Gershon Tenenbaum

“The Cascading Effect: Mitigating the Effects of Choking Under Pressure in Dancers”

Jason Paul Guilbeau – Higher Education
B.A., University of Louisiana
M.Ed., Texas A&M University
Major Professor: Dr. Shouping Hu

“Student Diversity in Higher Education: Are Alumni Part of the Equation?”

Muhammad Qadeer Haider – Mathematics Education
M.S., Western Illinois University
M.Sc., University of Sargodha
Major Professor: Dr. Christine Andrews-Larson

“Development and Validation of a Test for the Assessment of Learning Outcomes in Inquiry-Oriented Linear Algebra Classes”

Matthew G. Hawzen – Sport Management
B.S., Towson University
M.A., Queen’s University
Major Professor: Dr. Joshua Newman

“Affective Labor Power in Sport Management: A Political Economic Analysis of Internships in the Sports Industry”

Bonnie Lynne Henning – Special Education
B.A., Concordia University
M.A., St. Thomas University
Major Professor: Dr. Kelly Whalon

“Using Number Talks with Supports to Increase the Early Number Sense Skills of Preschool Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder”

Colleen Thomas Hess – Counseling Psychology and School Psychology
B.S., University of Florida
M.A., University of North Carolina Charlotte
Major Professor: Dr. Martin Swanbrow Becker

“Stress Appraisal, Perceived Controllability, and Coping Function of Youth Volleyball Players”

Marzul Hidayat – Sociocultural and International Development Education Studies
B.A., Sriwijaya University
M.A., University of Essex
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey Ayala Milligan

“The Transferability of the American Community College Model Into Indonesian Context for the Development Of Its Akademi Komunitas”

Pei-Chun Hou – Counseling Psychology and School Psychology
B.Ed., National Changhua University of Education
M.Ed., Colorado State University
Major Professors: Dr. James P. Sampson, Jr. and Dr. Debra Osborn

“The Relationships among Career Decidedness, Satisfaction with Choice, Goal Instability, and Dysfunctional Career Thoughts”

Youn Ah Jung – Early Childhood Education
B.A., Sookmyung Women’s University
M.A., Ewha Women’s University
Major Professor: Dr. Ilthel Jones

“Types of Pre-Kindergarten Experiences and Children’s Academic and Social Emotional Outcomes in Kindergarten and First Grade”

Ryan William Kota – Sport Management
B.B.A., St. Bonaventure University
M.B.A., St. Bonaventure University
M.S.Ed., Baylor University
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey D. James

“The Impact of Acculturation and Perceived Risk on Sport Consumption Behavior of Asian and Hispanic Americans”

Soheil Mansouri – Foreign and Second Language Education
B.A., Islamic Azad University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Mostafa Papi

“Impact of the Directed Motivational Currents on the Development of Heritage Persian Language Proficiency”

Nathan Andrew Miller – Counseling Psychology and School Psychology
B.S., Brigham Young University
M.A., Western Carolina University
Major Professor: Dr. Frances A. Prevatt

“Redefining ADHD Using an Adult Population: Should Inattention Be Viewed as a Separate Dimension from Cognitive and Physiological Activity Level?”

Stacey Nemeth Roberts – Counseling Psychology and School Psychology
B.F.A., Florida State University
M.F.A., School of the Art Institute of Chicago
Major Professor: Dr. Martin Swanbrow-Becker

“Psychological and Suicidal Distress Among Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual College Students: Stressors and Strengths”

Megan Crisp Nichols – Counseling Psychology and School Psychology
B.S., University of Central Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Angela Canto

“Fathers of Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders: Understanding Stress, Coping, and Opportunities for Growth”

Lakeshia Maria Norton – Early Childhood Education
B.S., Florida A&M University
M.Ed., Florida A&M University
Major Professor: Dr. Lindsay Dennis

“Prekindergarten Teachers’ Knowledge of Instructional Practices That Facilitate Geometric and Spatial Sense: A Case Study”

Silvia Regina Ramos Sollai – Foreign and Second Language Education
B.A., Ibero Americana University
M.A., Mackenzie Presbyterian University
Major Professor: Dr. Marcy Driscoll

“Reading the World beyond the Word: The Enactment of the Culture of Reading in English-Portuguese Biliterate Settings”
Grayson Scott Levitt – History and Political Science
Cote Hunter Lewis – Editing, Writing, & Media
Lance Li – Chinese Language & Culture
Jakya London – Editing, Writing, & Media
Matthew Anthony Luzzi – Editing, Writing, & Media
Nicolas Antonio Maguina – Editing, Writing, & Media
Alaina Blaze Manning – Creative Writing
Tatiana Maria Mappe – Editing, Writing, & Media
Gianmario Battista Marras – History
Alyssa Massinger – Environmental Science & Policy
Hunter David Mathews – Environmental Science & Policy
Daniela Mazzaera – Editing, Writing, & Media
Leah Marie McDaniel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Matthew Aaron McDonald – History
Allison Pamela McElyea – Humanities
Brooke Ainsley McLean – History
Trey Caleb McRoy – Computer Science
Tama Jeanette Melbourne – Humanities
Megan Kelly Melendez – History
Andrea Leigh Melli – History
Heather Nicole Merritt – Editing, Writing, & Media
Hannah Messinger (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature
Jonathan A. Monje – Editing, Writing, & Media
Haley Christine O’Hanna (CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Kurtis Kyle Odom – Computer Science
Jessica Kathleen Oishi – Humanities
Jana Padula – Editing, Writing, & Media
Chloe Ines Pappa Eddy (CUM LAUDE) – Spanish
Maria Reid Parsons – Editing, Writing, & Media
Corey James Pavao – Literature
Abigail Jaclyn Perry – Computer Science
Kelly Kathryn Phipps – Editing, Writing, & Media
Garrett Channning Fletcher – Creative Writing
Francisco Prado-Barker – Editing, Writing, & Media
Carlos Javier Puentes, Jr. – Religion
Eric Puentes – Creative Writing
Luis Alejandro Quintero – Humanities
Marissa Ramirez – Editing, Writing, & Media
Danielle A. Reedy – Editing, Writing, & Media
Elsa Reina – Creative Writing
Kayla Sinclair Rice – Humanities
Kaylie Brooke Robinson – Creative Writing
Adrian David Rodriguez – Editing, Writing, & Media
Natalie Rodriguez – Humanities
Landon Alexander Rogers – Computer Programming & Applications
Samantha Wheeler Roth – Editing, Writing, & Media
Madison Leigh Ruos – Editing, Writing, & Media
Madison Elizabeth Russell – Environmental Science & Policy
Kristin Grace Sanders (CUM LAUDE) – History
Cassandra Santander – Humanities
David Henry Schafer – Classical Archaeology and Economics
Christina Nicole Serrato – Editing, Writing, & Media
Danielle Taylor Shafran – Editing, Writing, & Media
Lily Shelton – Literature
Samantha Shore – Literature
Devin Franklin Simmons – Editing, Writing, & Media
Noah T. Sjostrom – Russian
Ryan Tyler Sliman – Humanities
Alexi Yvonne Smith – Editing, Writing, & Media
Sarah Taylor Smith – Humanities
Jessica Catherine Sorenson – Creative Writing
Parker Sprow – Literature
Sarah Elizabeth Stanforth – Creative Writing
Sarah Allen Stoneburner – Computer Science
Yaxkyelia Alexis Stribling – Creative Writing
Brandon Michael Talcott – History
Jacob Sumner Teitelbaum – History
Samantha Nicole Thompson – Humanities
Baylee Shiane Timmerman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature
Jaclyn Danielle Tipton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Seamus Harrison Toner – Editing, Writing, & Media
Gabriella Lizzette Torres – Humanities
Maria Amanda Tsirigotis – Humanities
Jacob Michael Turner – Humanities
Tyler Austin Valletta – Computer Science
Daniel Alexander Varela – Editing, Writing, & Media
Charlene Nicole Vereen – Editing, Writing, & Media
Bryce Philip Vokus – Computer Science
Parker James Von Stein – History
Collin Wade – Humanities
Hannah Lynn Wait – Editing, Writing, & Media
Tyler David Ward – Humanities
Julia Elizabeth Watson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and International Affairs
Michael John West – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jada Alexa White – Humanities
Van Claire Williamson (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kaitlin Ann Wilson (CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Lauren K. Wilson – Literature
Krista Lynn Wright – Editing, Writing, & Media
Rebekah Sarah Wright (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Amanda Karlyn Yates – Humanities
Elizabeth Ann Young – Literature and Studio Art
Jasmine Alondra Young – Humanities
Jane Yun – Creative Writing
Samuel A. Zamor (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Giselle Melanie Abril – Psychology
Gianni Achoy – Psychology
Gianna Josephine Alessi – Psychology
Dylan Michael Allen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Rebecca Jean-Maria Arizpe – Biological Science
Daniel James Armour – Biological Science and Latin
Celia Denise Asher – Biological Science
Vanessa Atehortua – Psychology and Social Work
Court Nicole Atkinson – Biological Science
Joseph Vijay Augustine II – Computer Science
Yjilla Anne Naguit Aurelio – Psychology
Iman Khan Awan – Biological Science
Ann Daphne Awes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Paris Baezwalke (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Madeleine Bonnie Ballestero – Psychology
Alex Fernando Banegas – Psychology
Cameron Donald Banks – Psychology
Natalie Barroso – Psychology
Samantha Kate Bartholomew – Psychology
Lucy Ximena Bastidas – Psychology
Alyssa Jo Beauville (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Finise Cell Rana Beck (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Linsky K. Beck – Psychology
Jared Anthony Bennett (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Madeleine Ingrid Berg – Psychology
Parker Lynn Berger (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Anthropology
Kendall Lee Berry – Psychology
LeeAnn Marie Berryman – Psychology
Julianne Dorothy Biscaya (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joshua Nathanittel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Aisyln Blakeley – Psychology
Amanda Marina Bolton – Psychology
Tiffany Bowers – Psychology
Ashley Brady – Anthropology
Allison Paige Brashers – Chemical Science
Trent Harrison Brower – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Natalie Paige Burke – Anthropology
Thomas Luke Burt – Computer Science
Jackson Glenn Burns – Actuarial Science
Thomas Henry Butcher – Psychology
Adolfo Eberhard Calero – Geology
Bo Garrett Cameron – Computer Science
Rose Elizabeth Cardinal – Biological Science
Santino Carnevale – Psychology
Pierce Walker Causey – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Erica Charles – Psychology
Martin Samuel Chavez – Biological Science
Jesse Robert Cherry – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Devin Jaoudon Cimino – Psychology
Rachael Dolores Coates – Psychology
Kyle Alexander Compare (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Geology
Rachel Lauren Connolly – Psychology
Marianne Cortes (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Darrian Macy Costello – Psychology
Nathaniel Scott Craver – Computer Science
Jesus Kidany Cruz – Meteorology
Alexis Cullen – Psychology
Jennifer Daniel (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Cristal Mahmoud Dabbou (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ethan B. Curling (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry
Paige Natalya Curtis-Campbell – Anthropology
Paige Natalya Curtis-Campbell – Psychology
Carolyn Kellie Ding (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Brad Jace Daniels – Anthropology
Carrie Maeb Daub – Psychology
Hunter Harrison Davis – Computer Science
Breanda Delbrun – Psychology
Camila Melanie Diaz – Biological Science
Devon Morgan Dilkis – Psychology
Andrea Juliette Dopico – Environmental Science
Taylor Marie Dowling – Actuarial Science
Heather Lynn Downing – Psychology
Emily Christina Duboy (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Alyssa Shenae Duncan – Actuarial Science
Mary Catherine Dusing – Psychology
Chantal Alexis Dyshuk – Psychology
Hannah Alexandra Edelman – Humanities
Steven Cameron Edlund – Statistics
Elizabeth Cecilia Edwards (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Arianna Samantha Eidendenberger – Psychology
James Eke – Geology
William Zachary Ellison – Biological Science
Alexa Jill – Biochemistry
Daniela Jimenez – Psychology
Johnny Lamar Jones – Environmental Science
Bradley Christopher Jordan – Cyber
Criminology - Computer Science
Andre Roche – Physics
Shivan Kanagaraja – Psychology
Zackary Louis Karr – Psychology
Andrew Blake Keller – Mathematics
Bradley James Kelley – Psychology
Kayla Marie Kelley – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kelyn Sayre Kelso – Psychology
Aaron Kendrick IV (CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry
Laura Elise Kenyon – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Jansen Troy Ketcham – Environmental Science
Lea Michelle Kincad – Psychology
Jessie Blanche Kirk – (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kelly Elizabeth Klein – (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Marcel Willem Krige – Psychology
Katharine Leigh Krueger – (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
William Peter Kwiatkowski – Biomathematics
Kory David Kyre – (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Maro Player LaFrance – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Kirsten Anne Lange – Psychology
Matthew Jorge Larrea – Biological Science and Psychology
Barrett Daniel LaVieille – Statistics
Jeffry Junho Lee – Statistics
Samantha Lee (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
John M. Lennon – Chemical Science
Jack Robert Levy – (CUM LAUDE) – Geology
Qiao Li – Biological Science
Sarah Lindeman – Psychology
Anna Marie Lister – Psychology
Erick Xavier Lopez – Biological Science
Galen Lopez – Psychology
Natalie Victoria Lopez – Biological Science
Rebecca Anne Lorelle – Biological Science
Christopher Robert Love – Meteorology
Miranda Elizabeth Luce – Psychology
David James Magee – Environmental Science
Kamryn Elise Manibusan – Biological Science
Reena Leela Manohar – (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Timothy C. Markowski – Environmental Science
Desiree Lynne Marropodi – Psychology
Matthew Paul Martinez – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sommer Rae McCabe – (CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Keegan Patrick McCleary-Sharpe – Chemistry
Ashley Noel McCloskey – Biological Science
Ryan Patrick McFadden – Environmental Science
Chatham Kestrel McInnely – Psychology
Amanda Leigh McLoone – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Trey Caleb McRoy – Computer Science
Ledina Meco – Statistics
Raymond Mei – Biochemistry
Raymond Mei – Psychology
Benjamin John Miller – Psychology
Carlos Alberto Morales Barrios – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Giovanna Antonella Moretti – Environmental Science
Rebecca Jane Morris – Psychology
Kathryn Nicole Morton – Psychology
Marissa Renee Moseley – Psychology
Isaiah N. Mosley – Geology
Raymond John Naglieri – Computer Science
Jessica Nelson – Biological Science
Kendrick Javon Nelson – Geology
Savannah McCall Nelson – Psychology
Taylor Alana Nelson – Psychology
Joanna Joy Ngo – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Long Nguyen – Psychology
Nicholas Vincent Nico – Geology
Mark Drewes Niekus – Psychology
Coralin Marie Noguez – Biological Science
Stephen Uchenna Odunna – Biological Science
Krysta Lee Oliver – Biological Science
Bryan Oluwumike Olumda – Actuarial Science
Idris Peter Olowoshile – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Hariee Ufoma Onobovia – Biological Science
Robert Dustin Orlando – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – WITH HONORS – Physics and Mathematics
Apoorv Pandey – (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joseph E. Patalano, Jr. – Actuarial Science
Harshit Patel – Chemical Science
Monique Pedroza – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Spanish
Matthew Thomas Pegram – Environmental Science
Laura C. Pena – Biochemistry
Samuel J. Perkins – Biological Science
Michael Sean Peterson – Biological Science
Stefan Pham – Chemical Science
Greydies Piedrahita – (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Milds Pienta – Psychology
Ana Raquel Pimentel – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joseph Michael Plech – Biological Science
Alexander Taylor Prada – Psychology
Carson Elaine Proctor – Environmental Science
Nicolas Jorge Quitiños – Biological Science
Stefan Radan – Psychology
Paola-Isabella Ramirez – Psychology
Sterling Lamar Randolph – Meteorology
Jaime Joshua Razuri – Psychology
Bryce Lee Redfern – Biological Science
Katie Lynn Reid – Psychology
Wayverly Jewel Reibel – Environmental Science
Katherine Nichole Reyes – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Malika Sharifa Richards – Psychology
Valeria Maria Rigon – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ana Luisa Rivas – Statistics
Jaimie Lynn Roach – Psychology
Brook Lynn Roddenberry – Psychology
Amy Rodriguez – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kevin Andres Rojas Tellez – Biological Science
Laura Sicilia Rolon – Psychology and Criminology
Laura Ashley Romero – Biological Science and Psychology
Javier Bernardo Roque – Psychology
Mitchell Oliver Roth – (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Phalguna Nrusimha Rupanagudi – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Meghan Elizabeth Rushlow – Psychology
Christopher Sean Sabol – Statistics
Tracey Vanessa Sanon – Psychology
Anna Saucedo – Psychology
Alexander Madrid Scheltema – Biomathematics
Kory Alexander Schulz – Biological Science
Harrison Duncan Scott – Computer Science
Taylor Jean Scott – Psychology
Valerie Anne Scott – Psychology
Queshana Renee Sealey – Statistics
Colton Nicholas Sepe – Biological Science
Dana Shani (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Emerson Andrew Ekle Small – Cyber
Criminology – Cyber
Science
Alexa Brooke Smith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Cody Remy Smith – Physics
Dominique Nathan Smith – Computer Science
Summer Angelina Smith – Psychology
Sydney Lea Smith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Taylor Kay Snider – Psychology
Paisley Snowden (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Brooke Ashley Sowden – Psychology
Avery Joann Soholt – Psychology
Joshua Michael Stacy – Biochemistry
Elizabeth Ann Staley – Biological Science
Austin Gregory Starkey – Biological Science
(MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Lauren Nicole Irwin – Clinical Psychology
Shawn Allen Joy – Anthropology
Keanan Joel Joyner – Clinical Psychology
Kathleen Diane Kaiser – Biological Science
Josue Liriano – Organic Chemistry
Juan Jose Macy – Physics
Brittany M. Mathes – Clinical Psychology
Megan Dené Merrick – Anthropology
Colleen M. Osborne – Clinical Psychology
James Wesley Parsons – Computer Science
Katelin D. Pearson – Biological Science
Luis Gabriel Penagos – Computer Science
Emily Reed Perkins – Clinical Psychology
Heather Leigh Roman-Stork – Meteorology
Amanda Rachel Schell – Statistics
Matthew Erich Schneider – Clinical Psychology
Elia F. Soto – Clinical Psychology
Andrew JOnt Stevens – Geology
Michael William Stokes – Computer Science
Samantha Elaine Terry – Anthropology
Sadie Raine Textor – Aquatic Environmental Sciences
Bennett Jan Thomas – Biological Science
Allison Jane Tierney – Analytical Chemistry
Stephen Alexander Townsend – Computational Science
Mackellar Annlyse Violich – Oceanography
Frankie Don White, Jr. – Inorganic Chemistry
Chris Zelinka – Biological Science
Yu Zhang – Computer Science
Jared Russell Zimmerman – Computer Science

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In
Zachary Franklin Gerberick – Creative Writing
Richard Casey Whitworth – Creative Writing

Master of Science
With Major In
Sigrun Carol Ahlquist – Computer Science
Emma Elizabeth Algoelt – Social Psychology
Ioana Bociu – Chemical Oceanography
Alexander Theodore Cheeey – Chemistry
Mohammad Imran Chowdhury – Computer Science
Apurva Sunder Desai – Statistics
Federico DiCatarina – Meteorology
Jeffrey Owen Ellison – Biochemistry
Terence Brooks Fisher, Jr. – Physics
Kerestin Elizabeth Goodman – Biochemistry
Kyle William Harwell – Cognitive Psychology
Raidel Hernandez – Computer Science
Brett James Holdaway – Geology
Amana Laura Hosten – Meteorology
Lauren Nicole Irwin – Clinical Psychology
Shawn Allen Joy – Anthropology
Keanan Joel Joyner – Clinical Psychology
Kathleen Diane Kaiser – Biological Science
Josue Liriano – Organic Chemistry
Juan Jose Macy – Physics
Brittany M. Mathes – Clinical Psychology
Megan Dené Merrick – Anthropology
Colleen M. Osborne – Clinical Psychology
James Wesley Parsons – Computer Science
Katelin D. Pearson – Biological Science
Luis Gabriel Penagos – Computer Science
Emily Reed Perkins – Clinical Psychology
Heather Leigh Roman-Stork – Meteorology
Amanda Rachel Schell – Statistics
Matthew Erich Schneider – Clinical Psychology
Elia F. Soto – Clinical Psychology
Andrew JOnt Stevens – Geology
Michael William Stokes – Computer Science
Samantha Elaine Terry – Anthropology
Sadie Raine Textor – Aquatic Environmental Sciences
Bennett Jan Thomas – Biological Science
Allison Jane Tierney – Analytical Chemistry
Stephen Alexander Townsend – Computational Science
Mackellar Annlyse Violich – Oceanography
Frankie Don White, Jr. – Inorganic Chemistry
Chris Zelinka – Biological Science
Yu Zhang – Computer Science
Jared Russell Zimmerman – Computer Science

Master of Arts
With Major In
James Matthew Anderson – Spanish
Rachel Ann Flemming – Spanish
Cameron Kyle Bender Foltz – Religion
Tara K. Hagan – Digital Humanities

Maria del Carmen Koeligo Romero – Spanish
Kathryn Lee Lootens – Religion
Matthew Lupu – Latin
Angela Merchán – Italian Studies
Marina Ann Morgan – Spanish
Augustus Leo O’Neill – Spanish
Jacqueline Sandra Ruay – Spanish
Nicholas Michael Sparks – Philosophy
Joseph Kyle Stewart – Religion
Sarah Nicole Trempier – German
Nathan Oliver Walters – Literature
Rebekka Sandra White – German

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Nihan Acar – Biomathematics
B.S., Ege University, Turkey
M.S., Western Kentucky University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Nick Cogan

“Exploration of the Role of Disinfection Timing, Duration, and Other Control Parameters on Bacterial Populations Using a Mathematical Model”

Erick Wayne Atchison – Molecular Biophysics
B.S., University of California at Merced
Major Professor: Dr. Wei Yang

“Hierarchical Free Energy Surfaces of Biomolecules”

Zulaida Akbar – Physics
B.S., Institut Teknologi Bandung
Major Professor: Dr. Volker Crede


Dolly Al Koboressy – Neuroscience – Biology
B.S., Lebanese University
M.S., University of Claude Bernard
Major Professor: Dr. Debra Ann Fadool

“Glucose Sensing in the Olfactory System: Role of the Glucose Transporter Type 4”

Atharva – Computer Science
B.E., Maharshi Dayanand University
M.Tech., Kurukshetra University
Major Professor: Dr. Xiwen Liu


Genevieve A. Bell – Neuroscience – Biology
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Debra Ann Fadool

“Neuromodulation of the Kv1.3 Ion by Satiety and Metabolic Hormones”

Lakshmi Bhaskaran – Physics
B.S., St. Joseph’s College of Arts and Science
M.S., University of Pune
Major Professor: Dr. Stephen Hill

“Theoretical and Experimental Studies of Mononuclear Trigonal Bipyramidal Single Molecule Magnets”

Tchantch Bhatrasataponkul – Physical Oceanography
B.S., Chulalongkorn University
M.S., Chulalongkorn University
Major Professor: Dr. Mark Bourassa

“The Origin of the North Atlantic Cold Blob Revisited”

Philip Scott Boehner – Computational Science
B.S., College of Charleston
B.S., College of Charleston
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Tomas Plewa

“Computational Framework for Evolution and Nucleosynthesis Studies of Astrophysical Objects”
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Kelly Marie Klein – Clinical Psychology
B.S., University of Maryland
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Pamela Keel

“Identifying Associations Among Negative Affect, Cognitive Biases, and Emotional Eating”

Dorsa Komijani – Physics
B.S., University of Tehran
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Stephen Hill

“EPR Study of Molecular Qubits Based on Lanthanide Nanomagnets”

Konstantinos Kontouriotis – Physics
B.S., National and Kapodistrian University of Athens
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Peng Xiong

“Spin Transport in Silicon Nanowires with an Intrinsic Axial Doping Gradient”

Konstantinos Kravaris – Physics
B.S., National Kapodistrian University of Athens
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Alexander Volya

“Clustering in Light Nuclei with Configuration Interaction Approaches”

Nishanth Krishnamurthy – Chemical Oceanography
B.S., University of Texas at Austin
Major Professor: Dr. William Landing

“Atmospheric Mercury Wet Deposition along the Northern Gulf of Mexico: Seasonal and Storm-type Drivers of Deposition Patterns and Contributions from Regional Emissions”

Stephen Michael Kuhn-Hendricks – Biological Science
B.S., Bowling Green State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Gregory Erickson

“The Biomechanical Evolution of Mammalian Prismatic Enamel with Potential Application to Biomimetic Ceramic Development”

Joseph Alexander Landy – Biological Science
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Joseph Travis

“How Males Shape Up: The Evolution of Male Body Morphology in Pocociliid Fishes”

Jay Leach – Mathematics
B.A., Kenyon College
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Kathleen Petersen

“Symmetric Surfaces and the Character Variety”

Ryan Joseph Learn – Computational Science
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Tomasz Pliwa

“On Some Multiphysics Effects of the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability in Dense Plasmas”

Megan Alexandria Leverage – Religion
B.A., University of Dayton
M.A., Western Michigan University
Major Professor: Dr. John Corrigan

“Sacred Reality: Transhumanism in American Religious History”

Peili Liu – Analytical Chemistry
B.S., University of Science and Technology of China
M.A., University of Arizona
Major Professor: Dr. Alan G. Marshall

“Application of FT-ICR Mass Spectrometry in Hydrogen/Deuterium Exchange and Lipidomics”

Yuhang Liu – Statistics
B.S., University of Science and Technology of China
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Major Professor: Dr. Jinfeng Zhang

“New Approaches of Differential Gene Expression Analysis and Immune Evasion Mechanism Identification”

Jacob Aaron Lollar – Religion
B.A., Abilene Christian University
M.A., Abilene Christian University
Major Professor: Dr. Nicole Kelley

“A Sanctifying Myth: The Syriac History of John in its Social, Literary, and Theological Context”

Wei Ma – Statistics
B.A., Northeast Normal University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Qing Mai and Dr. Daniel McGee

“A Study of Some Issues of Goodness-of-Fit Tests for Logistic Regression”

Richard James Macatee – Clinical Psychology
B.S., University of Maryland
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jesse Cougle

“Evaluation of a Novel Behavioral Indicator of Distress Intolerance”

Ramsey Paul Mathews – Creative Writing
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology
M.F.A., California State University, Long Beach
Major Professor: Dr. David K. Kirby

“Two Guys with Guns Rob Me: A Collection of Poetry”

Quinton James Meisner – Biological Science
B.S., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Joiner

“System Recovery and Organic Matter Variability: A Tale of Two Sources”

Kevin Ryan – Materials Chemistry
B.S., University of Pittsburgh
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Shatruk

“Crystal Structure Prediction via Deep Learning”

Michael Hugh Schneier – Computer Science
B.A., Milton Academy
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Joiner

“Ensemble Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Algorithms for the Incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations”

Jeffrey George Naftzinger – English
B.A., Florida State University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Kathleen B. Yancey

“A Portrait of Everyday Writing: A Writer-Informed Approach”

Iheoma Nwachukwu – Creative Writing
B.S., University of Calabar Nigeria
M.F.A., University of Texas, Austin
Major Professor: Professor Robert O. Butler Jr.

“Shell Juju”

Patrick William Frank Osborne – Literature
B.A., University of Georgia
M.A., Georgia State University
Major Professor: Dr. Leigh H. Edwards

“Literary Violence in the Age of Depression”

Chongin Pak – Inorganic Chemistry
B.S., University of California, Davis
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Shatruk

“Low Dimensional Electron Correlated Materials”

Matthew C. Podlogar – Clinical Psychology
B.A., University of California, Berkeley
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Joiner

“Selective Disclosure in Self-Reported Suicide Risk Screening”

Plengchart Prommapan – Physics
B.S., University of Wisconsin-Madison
M.S., Iowa State University
Major Professor: Dr. David Van Winkle

“Functionalized Lipid Multilayer Gratings with Applications in Biosensing”

Nabin Rijal – Physics
B.S., Tribhuvan University
M.S., Tribhuvan University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Ingo Wiedenhoever

“Experimental Investigations of Mass-7 Destruction in Deuteron Induced Reactions with Respect to Standard Big Bang Nucleosynthesis”

Kelsey Lowe Rogers – Oceanography
B.S., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey Chanton

“System Recovery and Oceanic Matter Variability: A Tale of Two Sources”

Michael Hugh Schneier – Computer Science
B.A., Milton Academy
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Joiner

“Ensemble Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Algorithms for the Incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations”

Summer Commencement 2018
Austin Bradley Schwartz – Molecular Biophysics
B.S., Clemson University
M.B.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Debra A. Fadool
“Targeting the Kv1.3 Ion Channel with Peptide Inhibitors and Nanoparticle Bioconjugates: Neuronal Modulation of the Olfactory Bulb and its Influence Whole-Body Metabolism”

Zahra Shafieizadeh – Physics
B.S., Azad University of Karaj
M.S., University of Guilan
Major Professor: Dr. Yan Xin
“Antisite Disorder Effects on Short Range Interactions in Pyrochlore Oxides Quantified by Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy”

Julia Lynn Sheffler – Clinical Psychology
B.A., Southern Illinois University Carbondale
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Natalie Sachs-Ericsson
“Resilience Through Adversity: Mapping Out the Mechanisms Through Which Early Life Adversity Influences Health Across the Lifespan”

Richard Eugene Soash – History
B.A., Florida Southern College
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jennifer Koslow

John Clement Stigall – Philosophy
B.A., Middle Tennessee State University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Randolph Clarke
“Omission Impossible? It Depends”

Berta Jane Summers – Clinical Psychology
B.A., North Carolina State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jesse Cougle
“Effects of Appearance-Related Safety Behaviors on Interpretation Biases and Symptoms of Body Dysmorphic Disorder”

Amirhessam Tahmassebi – Computational Science
B.S., University of Tehran
M.S., University of Akron
Major Professor: Dr. Anke Meyer-Baese
“Pattern Recognition in Medical Imaging: Supervised Learning of MRI and fMRI Data”

Shao Tang – Statistics
B.S., Xiadin University
M.S., Florida State University
Ph.D., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Yiyuan She
“The Statistical Modeling of Count Data in High Dimensions”

Parth Nalin Vakil – Materials Chemistry
B.S., University of Toronto
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Geoffrey F. Strouse
“Nanoparticle – Electromagnetic Wave Interactions: Implications and Applications”

Zhifeng Wang – Statistics
B.S., Sichuan University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Yiyuan She
“Scalable Nonconvex Optimization Algorithms: Theories and Applications”

Bo M. Winegard – Social Psychology
B.S., Grand Valley State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Roy Baumeister
“Equalitarianism: A Source of Liberal Bias”

Angele Yazbec – Cognitive Psychology
B.S., Grand Valley State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Kaschak
“Factors Underlying Conceptual Change in the Sciences and Social Sciences”

Yaqing You – Applied & Computational Mathematics
B.S., Nanjing University
Major Professor: Dr. Kyle Gallivan
“A Riemannian Approach for Computing Geodesics in Elastic Shape Space and its Applications”

Xinru Yuan – Applied & Computational Mathematics
B.S., University of Science and Technology of China
Major Professors: Dr. Kyle A. Gallivan and Dr. Pierre-Antoine Absil
“Riemannian Optimization Methods for Averaging Symmetric Positive Definite Matrices”

Shuanglong Zhang – Computer Science
B.A., Guangxi Normal University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Luis Balicas and Dr. Nicholas Bonesteel
“Transport Properties of Semimetallic Transition Metal Dichalcogenides”
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